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The main purpose of this note is to solve two open problems of H. Brezis. 
We refer to Problems 23 and 24 in his book [3, pp. 170 and 171 1. These 
problems are reproduced below as Problems 1 and 2, respectively. We show 
that the answer to both problems is “No” (see Examples 1 and 2). As a 
matter of fact, our examples show that the answer to the questions of 
Problems 16 and 14 there is also “No” (Remarks 1 and 2). We do obtain, 
however, a positive result concerning one implication in Problem 1, and for 
certain algorithms F(t), a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
conclusion of Problem 2 to hold (see Proposition 1 and Corollary 1). In 
addition, we present several new product formulas (Corollaries 2 and 3), and 
a general result on the equivalence between resolvent consistency and 
convergence for nonlinear contractive algorithms (Corollary 4). Corollary 2 
extends recent work of T. Kato and K. Masuda 15 1, and Corollary 4 
partially answers a query of M. L. Lapidus [ 6, p. 385 1. 
Let E be a real Banach space, and let I denote the identity operator. 
Recall that a subset A of E x E with domain D(A) and range R(A) is said to 
be accretive if /x, -x21 < /x, -x1 + r(y, -y# for all yi E Ax;, i = 1. 2, and 
r > 0. It is said to be m-accretive if, in addition. R(Z + A) = E. IIt then 
follows that R(I + rA) = E for all positive r. 1 In this case, -A generates a 
nonlinear nonexpansive semigroup on the closure of D(A) by the exponential 
formula. If E is a Hilbert space, then “accretive” coincides with “monotone.” 
and an operator is m-accretive if and only if it is maximal monotone. 
We begin by quoting Problem 23 from Brezis’ book 13, p. 1701. 
Problem 1. Let A,,, n = 1. 2 ,..., and A be maximal monotone operators 
in a Hilbert space H, and let S, and S be the nonlinear semigroups generated 
by -An and -A, respectively. Let P: H + cl(D(A)) be the nearest point 
projection from H onto the closure of the domain of A, and consider the 
following two conditions: 
lim (I + rA”)-‘x = (I + rA)-’ for all x E H and r > 0: 
n-r 
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For each sequence x, E cl(D(AJ) such that x, --t x, 
lim S,(t) x, = S(t) Px for all t > 0, 
“+a: (2) 
uniformly for compact intervals. 
Are (1) and (2) equivalent? 
We intend to show that the answer to this question is “No.” To this end, 
we let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space, B c E x E an m-accretive 
operator with a non-empty zero set, and P: E + B-‘0 the unique sunny 
nonexpansive retraction of E onto the zero set of B. (This retraction 
coincides with the nearest point projection if E is Hilbert.) Define 
A,cExE by A,=nB, n=l, 2 ,..., and AcExE by A={[x,y]: 
P(x+y)=x}. Then lim,,,(l+ rA,)-‘x = lim,,,(l+ mB)-‘x = Px = 
(I + rA)-‘x for all x E E and r > 0 by [8, Theorem 1 and Remark 21. Thus 
(1) holds. Now let S,, S, and S, be the nonlinear semigroups generated by 
-A,, -A, and -B, respectively. Since S,(t) = S,(M) and S = 1, we see that 
(2) will hold if and only if lim,,, S,(t) x = Px for all x in cl@(B)). This is 
certainly not true in general because lim,,, S,(t) does not always exist. [For 
example, let B(x, y) = (-y, x) in the plane.] As a matter of fact, it can be 
shown (by using the Yosida approximations of the example in [ 11) that 
lim,, S,(t) does not always exist even if B = I - T where T: E + E is a 
nonexpansive mapping with a fixed point. If E is uniformly convex with a 
Frechet differentiable norm and B = I- T, then S,(t)x always converges 
weakly as t + co and the convergence is strong if T is odd [2]. As we shall 
see in the following example, even in this case, however, the strong 
lim,+, S,(t) x need not coincide with Px. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H be the plane, C, the square with vertices at (1, 0), 
(0, 1 ), (-1, 0), and (0, - 1 ), C, the x axis, Pi : H -+ Cj the nearest point 
projections onto Ci, i = 1,2, T = P, P, , B=I-T, and P:H+B-‘0 
the nearest point projection onto B-IO = C, n C,. In this case 
lim,+, S,(t) x = Qx exists for all x in H, but Q # P. S,(t)( 1, l), for example, 
is (1 +epr-ep”2,e-1) for O<t<2log2 and (3/4, e-I> for 
2 log 2 < t < co. Thus lim,,, S,(t)(l, 1) = (3/4,0) while P(l, 1) = (l,O). 
Remark 1. Our examples show that the answer to Problem 16 in 
13, p. 1671 is also “No.” 
We note that if B = Z-P, then S,(t) x = e-‘x + (1 - e-‘) Px, so that in 
this particular case lim,+, S,(t) x = Px in any Banach space. Conditions (1) 
and (2) also hold if A is a maximal monotone operator in a Hilbert space 
and A,, are the Yosida approximations n(Z - (I + A/n)-‘) [ 3, Proposi- 
tion 3.11 ]. It is also known, of course, that if (1) holds, then (2) is true for 
all points x in cl(D(A)). 
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As we have shown, (1) does not imply (2). Since lim inf,,_, cl(D(A,,)) 
may be empty, we see that (2) does not imply (1). However, we do have a 
positive result in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A”, n = 1, 2 ,..., and A be m-accretille operators in a 
smooth Banach space E, and let S,, and S be the nonlinear semigroups 
generated b? -A,, and -A, respectively. Assume that P: E + cl(D(A)) 
is a nonexpansive retraction, E is finite-dimensional and that 
lim inf,,,, cl(D(A,,)) = E. Then (2) implies (1). 
Proof. Let x E E and r > 0. There is a sequence (x,,} such that 
X, E cl(D(A,)) and x,+x. Denote (I + rA,) Ix,, by J’,,. Since 
Ix, - I’,, / < (4/r) 1; 1 x, - S,,(t) x, 1 dt, ( ~1, } is bounded. Let a subsequence 
of ( .r,,} converge to u E E. For positive s. consider z, = 
(I + (r/s)(l - S(s) P))) ‘x. By [ 7, Theorem 2.1 1 and its proof, 2% = lim, +, _ z\ 
exists and equals (I + rA)- ix. For each T > 0 and w,, E cl(D(A,,)) we 
have (2/r)!‘~(4’n-xXn,J(y,-S,(t)w,))dt~/Y,,- w,,/’ -IF,,-S,,(T)W,J’. 
where J: E + E* is the duality map from E to its dual. Taking u’,, 4 z,. we 
see that (2/r) ct (u - x, J(u-S(t)Pz,))dt</u-zJ’-lu-S(T)Pz$. 
It follows that given F > 0, (2T/r)(u -xx, J(u - tl)) < / u-z, /’ -- 
/U -- S(T) Pz,l* + (2T/r) E if T and s are small enough. Choosing s = T. 
(fs/r)(u-x,J(u-v))</u-z,(*-/u-z,-(s/r)(z,-x)/’ f 
z/r)Zy$s/r)(z - x, J(u - z,)) + (2s/r) E. Hence (U -x. J(u - z,)) < 
(v - x,J(u - c)) i E, lu - u/* 2 E, and u = c. Thus the whole sequence (J’,, \ 
must converge to (Z+rA)-‘x. Since ly,-((l+rA,,) ‘x/,<Ix,,-- s/. (I) 
follows. 
This result is new even in Euclidean space. If x is restricted to belong to a 
convex cl(D(A)), then (2) is known 19 1 to imply (1) in any reflexive Banach 
space with a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. 
Remark 2. Let B be a maximal monotone operator in a Hilbert space 
and let S be the nonlinear semigroup generated by -B. Assuming that 
lim f-rui S(t) x exists, Brezis asks in Problem 14 in his book 13, p. 167 ] 
whether this limit is equal to lim,,, (I + rB)--” x. (This latter limit is known 
to exist, for example, if E is uniformly convex and B is odd (4 1.) Our 
Example 1 can be used to show that the answer to his question is “No.” 
Indeed.fortheoperatorB=I-TofExample l.(I+B) ‘(1. l)=(Sj6, lj2) 
and (I + B))“(l. l)= (29/36,2-“) for II > 2. Hence lim,,-,, (I + B) ‘I 
(1. 1) = (29/36.0) while lim,,, S,(t)( 1, 1) = (3/4.0). 
We now quote Problem 24 from Brezis’ book 13, p. 17 1 /. 
Problem 2. Let A be a maximal monotone operator in a Hilbert space 
H. S the nonlinear semigroup generated by -.A. and P: tf -+ cl(D(A I) the 
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nearest point projection from H onto the closure of the domain of A. Let 
F(t): H -+ H, 0 < t < co, be a family of nonexpansive mappings such that 
Jiy+ (I + (r/p)(1- F(p))) ‘x = (I + rA ) ‘x for all x E H --t 
and r > 0. 
Is it true that 
(3) 
lim F(t/n)“x = S(t) Px for all x E H and t > O? 
n-cc (4) 
We claim that the answer to this question is “No.” To see this, let E be a 
uniformly smooth Banach space, T: E --, E a nonexpansive mapping with a 
fixed point, and P: E + F the unique sunny nonexpansive retraction of E 
onto the fixed point set of T. (This retraction coincides with the nearest point 
projection if E is a Hilbert space.) Let F(f) = T for all t > 0, and define 
AcExE by A={[x,y]:P(x+y)=x}. Then S=I, (Z+rA)-‘=P and 
‘im,0+ (I + (r/p)(Z - r>) ‘x = Px for all x E E and r > 0 by [ 8, Theorem 1 
and Remark 2). In other words, (3) holds. On the other hand, (4) will hold if 
and only if lim,,, T”x = Px for all x in E. This, however, is not true in 
general, as the following examples bring out. We group them together under 
one heading. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let T, be defined by T,(x) =‘-x, and let P, and P, be the 
nearest point projections of Example 1. Let T, = P,P, and T, = (P, + P,)/2. 
Then lim,,, T:(x) does not exist unless x = 0. Both lim,,, T;(x) = Q*(x) 
and lim,,, T:(x) = Q,(x) do exist for all x in the plane, but neither Q, nor 
Q3 is equal to P. For example, Q,(l, 1) = (f, 0) and Q,(l, 1) = (3/4,0), 
while P(l, 1) = (l,O). We can also define F(f) to be s(t) Q where S is any 
semigroup on C and Q: H -+ C is a nonexpansive retraction which is different 
from P. Then F(t) satisfies (3) by (7, Theorem 2.1 ] (see also [lo]), but fails 
to satisfy (4). Other examples may be obtained from Corollaries 2 and 3 
below. 
Condition (4) is known to hold if F(f) = (I + LA))‘. [It also holds, of 
course, if x is restricted to belong to cl(D(A)). ] For certain families F(f) that 
satisfy (3) there is, in fact, a necessary and sufficient condition for (4) to 
hold. Before we present this condition, we mention the following general 
result on product formulas. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a Banach space, D a closed subset of E, and 
F(t): D + D, 0 c t < co, a family of nonexpansive mappings such that 
R(Z + ~(1 - F(t))) 2 D for all t > 0 and Y > 0. If 
lim 
/I-0t 
(I + (r/p)(l - F(p))) ‘x = J,x (5) 
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exists for each x E D and r > 0, and C = cl(J,x: x E D and r > O}, then 
lim F(t/n)” x = S(t) x (6) n-z 
exists for each x E C and t > 0, unzforml~’ on compact t interllals. 
Remark 3. It can be shown that if (5) holds, then lim,-,,, i F(p)>’ =J‘ for 
each .I’ in C. Therefore we let F(0) be the identity in (6). 
Theorem 1 improves upon 19. Theorem 2 1 because F(f) is not assumed to 
map D into C. 
Our next theorem is a positive result in the direction of Problem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a Banach space, D a closed subset of E. and 
F(t): D + D. 0 < t < co, a continuous family of nonexpansiae mappings. Let 
C denote the non-empty fixed point set of F(0) and assume that (6) holds. If 
lim F(O)” x = Qx (7) II - * 
exists for each s E D. then 
,l~l, F(t/n)” x = .S(t) Qx (8) 
exists for each .Y E D and t > 0, untformly on compact t intervals. 
Proof Given x, T, and E > 0, we first find m such that 
/ F(O)‘“x - Q.ui < ~14. Since F(t)” is continuous in t. we can also find 
lrO such that j F(t/n)“’ x - F(0)mx < ~/4. / F(r/n)“‘Qx -- Qxl < ~/4. and 
iF(t/n)“Qx - S(t) Qxi < c/4 for all n > n, and 0 <I < T. Thus for 
such n. we have IF(t/n)“x - S(t) Qx / < lF(t/n)“.u - F(t/n)” “Qx t 
1 F(t/n)” “Qx - S(r) Qxi < lF(t/n)‘“x - Q.Y~ + / F(t/n)” “‘Qx - F(t/n)“Qs 
+ j F(r/n)“Qx - S(t) Qxj < iF(t/n)‘” x-F(O)“’ x + jF(O)“‘x - Q.$ $ 
/ Qx ~ F(t/n)“‘Qx + 1 F(t/n)“Qx - S(t) QX < E, as required. 
Combining Theorems 1 and 2. we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY I. Let E be a Banach space, D a closed subset of E. and 
F(r): D + D, 0 < t < co, a continuous family of nonexpansice mappings such 
that R(I + r(/ - F(t))) 1 D for all t > 0 and r > 0. Assume that (5) holds. 
that C is the fived point set of F(O), and that Q: D + C is a nonexpansiz>e 
retraction of D onto C. Then (7) and (8) are equicalent. 
Note that Theorems 1 and 2, as well as Corollary 1. are valid in any 
Banach space. On the other hand, in the setting of Theorem 1 it may well 
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happen that C is only a proper subset of the fixed point set of F(0). In these 
results J, is the resolvent (on 0) of an accretive operator A that satisfies the 
range condition, and S is the semigroup generated by -A on C. 
We continue with several applications of Theorem 2. 
Let H be a Hilbert space, and let $k : H + (-co, co 1, 1 < k < m, be proper 
lower semicontinuous convex functions. Let A, denote the subdifferential a@, 
of @k, S, the semigroup generated by -A, on C, = cl(D(A,)), Rk(t) the 
resolvent (I+ tA,)-’ of A,, and P,: H -+ C, the nearest point projections 
onto C,. Let A be the subdifferential of 4 = Cr=, #k (which is assumed to be 
proper), and S the semigroup generated by -A on C = cl@(A)). If 
0 < ak < 1 and Ckm_i ak= 1, we also define I//: H--t (--a, co] by 
v = Cr=, ak#k, let B be the subdifferential of IC/, and let T denote the 
semigroup generated by -B on C. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume either that each tik, 1 < k < m, is even, or that 
H isfinite-dimensional. Then the strong lim,,,(P,P,+, ... P,)” x = Qx and 
lim,,, (Crzl a,P,)” x= Rx exist for all x in H. If C= 
nF=:=, (C,: 1 <k< m}, then 
(a> lim [S,(t/n) P, ..a S,(t/n) P,ln x n-+m 
= ,l\l [R,(t/n) ... R I(t/n)]” x = S(t) Qx, 
and 
(b) 
n 
lim c akS,(t/n) P, x n-cc k=I 1 
= lim ’ akRk@/n) 1 
n 
x = T(t) Rx 
n+* k:I 
for all x in H and t > 0, uniformly on compact intervals. 
Proof: We know [4, 111 that the weak lim,,, (P, P,,- , + +. P,)” x = QX 
and lim n-cO (CF= 1 a,P,)” x = Rx exist for all x in H, that they define nonex- 
pansive retractions onto n {C,: 1 < k < m}, and that the convergence is 
strong if each C, is symmetric. We also know [S, 61 that (5) is satisfied 
when F(t) equals either S,(t) P,,, ... S,(t) P,, R,(t) ... R,(t), cr=, 
a,S,(t) P,, or CF=, ak Rk(t). Since C = n (C,: 1 < k < m), the fixed point 
set of F(O), we can apply Theorem 2 and obtain both (a) and (b). 
This result improves upon Corollary 1.2 of 151 and Corollaries 12 and 13 
of [ 6] because convergence is obtained for all x in H. It can be extended to 
the “#-families” considered by these authors. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let E be a Banach space, and let A and B be two odd 
single-valued m-accretive operators in E. Assume that both E and E* are 
uniformly convex, that cl(D(A + B)) = cl(D(A)) n cl(D(B)), and that A + B 
is also m-accretive. Let S, , S,, and S be the nonlinear semigroups generated 
bjl -A, -B, and -(A + B), respectivel.v, R (t) and RR(t) the resolvents oj‘A 
and B, and P, : H + cl(D(A)) and P, : H + cl(D(B)) the sunny nonexpansive 
retractions onto cl(D(A)) and cl(D(B)). Then lim,,, (P,P,,)” x = Qx and 
lim n-.x I(Pl + P,,)/2)” x = Rx exist for all x in E. and we have 
(a) iif”, Is&ln)P,S,(tln) P,I” x 
= ,ii~; IR8(t/n) R ,(t/n)l” x = S(t) Qx; 
(b) ,‘(l IVaWln> P, + S,(Wn) P,)/2 1” s 
= ,ll; I(R,4(2t/n) + R,(2t/n))/2\” x = S(t) Rx. 
The convergence in both (a) and (b) is for all x E E and t > 0. uniformly for 
compact intervals. 
This result is an example of the results that can be obtained outside 
Hilbert space. 
We conclude with a converse to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a rejlexive Banach space with a uniform[s 
Ga”teaux dlflerentiable norm, D a closed convex subset of E, and 
F(t): D -+ D, 0 < t < co, a continuous family of nonexpansive mappings. 
Assume that each weakly compact convex subset of E has the fixed point 
property for nonexpansive mappings. Let C denote theJixed point set of F(0) 
and assume it is not empty. Then (6) implies (5). 
This result improves upon Theorem 2.1 of 17 I because F(t) is no longer 
assumed to map D into C. It provides a partial answer to a query of Lapidus 
16. p. 385 I and is new even in Hilbert space. For finite-dimensional E we 
have a result in this direction which does not assume that C is the fixed point 
set of F(0). 
Combining Theorems 1 and 3 we obtain the following general result on 
the equivalence between resolvent consistency (5) and convergence (6). 
COROLLARY 4. Let D be a closed convex subset oj’a uniformi!’ smooth 
Banach space. Let F(t): D ---+ D. 0 < t < 00. he a continuous farnil)* of mw.v- 
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pansive mappings and let C denote the non-empty fixed point set of F(0). 
Then (5) and (6) are equivalent. 
It is expected that detailed proofs of the results announced here, as well as 
other related results, will appear in a subsequent paper. 
Note added in proof: (1) H. Brezis has informed me that H. Attouch has also solved 
Problem 1. His example is similar to my Example 1 (with B the subdifferential of a convex 
functional). 
(2) In connection with Corollary 2 see also my note A complement to Trotter’s product 
formula for nonlinear semigroups generated by the subdifferentials of convex functionals. 
Proc. Japan Acad. 58 (1982), 193-195. 
(3) In connection with Theorems 1 and 3 see my paper Convergence. resolvent 
consistency, and the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings, in ‘Contemporary 
Mathematics,” Vol. 18, pp. 1677174, Amer. Math. Sot., Providence. R.I. 1983. 
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